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SUNIL KARER
EDITOR

Dear friends,

We at Watch Market Review, wish you all a very Happy New Year! 2019 has a lot in store.
We begin the watchmaking year with the SIHH Fair at Geneva. The fine watchmaking
salon is a true window into the world of the Haute Horlogerie. We are all set to view the
newest timepieces from the exhibiting Maisons, a mix of old established houses, 
big conglomerates and Independent watchmakers. We  then wait in anticipation for 
Baselworld 2019  in March, wherein there have been several changes, following few 
high-profile exits last year. 

Watch fairs have been the talk of the town in 2018. As a result, there has been another
development- the synchronization of exhibition dates between the world’s two largest
watch fairs, which will come into operation in 2020 (SIHH from April 26th to 29th and
Baselworld from April 30th to May 5th). This move is welcomed by the industry.

This issue is packed with news, events and launches from the watch industry. We take 
a peek into pre-SIHH collections. In the last quarter of 2018, there have been a few 
events, boutique openings and watch launches in India. It is nice to see the local 
horological market bustle! We have consolidated all that you need to know in the 
current issue. You will also enjoy reading our conversation with HYT Watches CEO 
Grégory Dourde, especially his thoughts on the philosophy of “Time is fluid” which 
defines HYT.

2019 is an important year. This year, the elections will have a profound impact on the way
things work. Here’s to wishing for the best for the country and the economy! 

Happy reading! 

EDITORIAL
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         he Fossil Group, Inc is a name that is recognized world over. The global design 
company has a range of lifestyle accessories such as fashion watches, jewellery, handbags,
small leather goods and wearables. Fossil also has a very diverse portfolio of owned 
and licensed brands, each adding their own unique touch to the group. Present in over 50
countries and 500 retail locations, Fossil finds many fans in India. Watch Market Review
presents a special report on the latest smartwatches across the many branches of Fossil. 

NEW GENERATION SMARTWATCHES 
Smartwatches have evolved over time to meet the needs of a new customer base that is
constantly in tune with fast-changing technology. Never before have watches adapted so
much to suit their users and keep up with changing times. With several new technology
features, the varied brands under the group provide stellar smartwatches that combine
good looks, cutting edge technology and functionality.

Fossil 

Updated wonders

Generation 4 smartwatches, the latest line, 
provides consumers with the tech functionality
they have been asking for in beautiful designs
and styles they have come to expect from 
Fossil. In addition to the super smart 
functionality, the feature of optimized charge
time is a big boon! Users can now charge 
their device within an hour to last all day. 
Additionally, there are 36+ exclusive dials, 
from fashion forward to novelty dials, and 
users can integrate an increasing number of
third-party apps to their device experience, 
as well as set social media photos as watch 
face backgrounds. 

T

FO
SS
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G
RO

U
P

A story of the future

GENNEXT
SMARTWATCHES
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diesel 

sportY Fashion

If it is bold…it is Diesel! The new Diesel Full
Guard 2.5 touchscreen smartwatches have a
moto-inspired design. The collection features
four unique styles: a matte steel case on a black
leather strap, a gunmetal steel case on a 
brown leather strap, a matte black steel case on
a black silicone strap and an all-over gunmetal
stainless-steel case on a three-link bracelet. 

New and exciting customizable dials include 
the neon Flicker dial, which changes colour 
automatically throughout the day, and the 
interactive heart rate dial, which creates a 
rippling water effect with the tap of a finger. 
Display dial effects change based on local
weather behavior. As conditions arise, you 
will be notified via weather animations that 
appear on the display, like ice, snow, rain, severe
thunderstorm and, now, with the addition of
cloudy, foggy and humidity. In addition, the 
regular functions provided by smartwatches 
are all there as well. Bold and beautiful indeed! 

a|X armani exchange

YoUng at heart

A fashion-forward urban spirit finds expression
in these watches. But we are most excited about
the first ever touchscreen smartwatch, which 
combines the brand’s unique design aesthetic
with the latest wearable technology. Featuring
heart rate and activity tracking, smartphone 
notifications, Google Assistant and more, the
A|X Armani Exchange Connected touchscreen
smartwatch keeps customers connected. Pay 
via the NFC chip, access untethered GPS 
and much more. With a statement-making
46mm case and sleek, linked bracelet, this new
watch comes in gold-tone, black, silver and 
coal stainless-steel variations. Its functional 
aesthetic is complemented with a signature 
digital dial that heightens the contemporary
look of the bracelet.

With its accessible price point, contemporary
look and great functionality, this one is a 
sure winner! 
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eMporio arMani 

sUper sleeK

Emporio Armani Connected’s latest 
smartwatches have the additional advantage 
of being sleek. Of course, the latest evolution 
in functionality finds expression here. The watch
automatically tracks your heart rate across 
multiple types of workouts using Google Fit 
or third-party apps. It enables seamless tracking
of swim workouts through third-party apps. 
The wearer can make purchases via NFC-
enabled smartwatch using Google Pay. GPS 
Distance Tracking is another handy feature
thanks to inbuilt GPS. The wearer can also 
ask questions and give commands directly to 
the smartwatch via Google Assistant. The 
smartwatch also features new digital dial 
designs, a striking stainless-steel case, and an
eye-catching 1.19-inch AMOLED display with
an ambient sensor to enhance battery life.

Michael Kors 

on the rUnwaY! 

The iconic Runway watch comes in a new 
avatar as an innovative smartwatch. In the 
next evolution of wearable technology, the 
Runway smartwatch offers a new highly 
personalized experience with heart-rate 
tracking, swimproof functionality, payment
methods, untethered GPS and more. In addition
to the three classic stainless steel platings, 
the brand is also introducing its first ever 
silicone-strap styles within the group, adding 
to the versatility on offer for the fashion savvy
customers! 

The Runway smartwatch features new digital
dial designs that connect to and visually show
your heart rate, making it easy to measure and
track. Additionally, updates to the My Social
app, a feature that allows users to showcase their
Facebook and Instagram photos right on their
watch dials, allows users to customize social
photo dials with Michael Kors-themed stickers.
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sKAgen

MiniMalistic beaUtY

SKAGEN recalls a deep inspiration from the
Danish coastal town. The name and the spirit 
of this town is the essence of the brand. A 
minimalist and pure design pervades the varied
creations of the brand that includes watches,
wearables, and jewellery and leather goods. In
harmony with the guiding principle of good 
design for better living, the brand captures only
what’s truly essential. As a division of Fossil
Group, smartwatches are a key offering. 
SKAGEN smartwatches are the perfect balance
of form and function—modern, minimalist 
design plus technology that simplifies rather
than complicates, and connects rather than 
distracts. 

The new Falster 2 pushes the boundaries of
functionality. It includes heart-rate tracking 
in the expansive feature lineup—along with
other new additions like rapid charging and
more. Other features include NFC, GPS, 
Altimeter, Accelerometer, Gyroscope, Ambient
Light and Microphone. New features also 
include GPS - Location based accuracy, 
Swim Proof Technology and facility to directly
access your smartwatch via Google Assistant.
The magnetic steel-mesh strap allows for easy
fastening and a secure fit. 

A beautiful offering with a thoughtful approach
to style and function within the wearables 
category.

In short, these are the latest tech-additions to most of the 
smartwatches presented by Fossil Group and associated brands:

HEART-RaTE TRaCKING: Heart rate functionality is 
paramount. Exclusive watch dials that allow users to easily 
access manual readings directly from their watch face. 

UNTETHERED GPS: New untethered GPS capabilities allow
the users track walks, and runs, hikes, bike rides, and more 
via Google Fit and third-party fitness apps without having 
to bring your phone along. Your watch will automatically map
and track your location and distance during logged workouts! 

SWIM PROOF FUNCTIONALITY: Thanks to added swim
proof functionality, users can track swim workouts, hang 
poolside or hop in the shower without risk of damaging 
their smartwatch.  

PAYMENT TECHNOLOGY: Make purchases via your 
NFC-enabled smartwatch using Google Pay.

GOOGLE ASSISTANT ON THE WRIST: Ask the Google 
Assistant to help you manage daily tasks, get answers on the go
and more.

The new generation smartwatches offer
functionality that appeal to a generation
that is fashion and tech savvy. They want
the best of all worlds. with the latest
tech updates, these watches cater to the
needs of modern life, where the watch is
definitely a fashion accessory, but also a
tool used for communication, health, 
financial transactions and much more.
Fossil is all set to take the smartwatch to
the next level!
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W

The Scott 

Cassell Deep Dive

1550 Series

LUMINOX

ith Luminox, one can 
always be sure of diving

deeper! The 1550 series, with the
ultra-lightweight CARBONOX, takes
diving watches even deeper in the
functionality they offer. 

There are four models in the 
collection, all in 46mm Carbonox
cases. The USP here is the material
Carbonox. This is a carbon-based 
material exclusive to Luminox. 
Consider this - it is 6 times lighter
than steel, hypoallergenic and 
extremely durable and resistant. This
is what makes it perfect to use for 
this series. 

The watch also features a very 
interesting gray texture on the surface
of the case. The Deep Dive 1550
models are water resistant to 300 
meters, Special gaskets and case 
design mean that these watches can
dive deep and continue performing
flawlessly.

The patented Luminox Bezel Locking
System prevents the bezel from
changing position. A conventional
unidirectional bezel is a requirement
for a true dive watch, but if a 
non-locking bezel is knocked, it can
move and indicate less time available
under water. All divers want to stay
down as long as they safely can, and

need as much time as they can get 
for deep diving.  This Bezel Locking
System ensures that the time the
divers set with their turning bezel 
will stay set, by simply locking the
special system, which doubles as a
crown protector, into position.

Of course, the proprietary Luminox
Lighting Technology (LLT),  
guarantees unlimited night vision 
24 hours a day for up to 25 years
through their use of tritium tubes.
The luminosity system adds great
functionality and uniqueness to this
series. The new 1550 series watches
are powered by a super-reliable
Ronda quartz movement with an
eight-year lithium battery.

The link with Scott Cassell is thanks
to shared values. Scott Cassell has
been an expert military operative, 
a counter-terrorism dive instructor
for special operations, a sniper, a 
consultant in the anti-piracy fight, 
a combat doctor for special 
operations, and MedEvac flight 
instructor in the US Army National
Guard. Cassell is also a consummate
adventurer, someone who embraces
danger and relies on Luminox 
timepieces as part of his essential gear.
A portion of the proceeds from the
sale of the Deep Dive 1550 series 
will benefit two non-for-profit 
organizations from Scott Cassel, 
aiming to “Save the Sea.”
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One of the highlights is the lightweight but 
high-strength material, the S3/02 Carbon. The
interface is pretty exciting too- spot the white
hour hand tipped with electric blue turns in 
concert with a silver coloured minute hand 
inlaid with white that points to LUMINOVA
white indices on a mat black ring that 
circumvents the outer dial. A sub dial between 

T

S3/02 Carbon Off Series 

SEVENFRIDAY 

his new invigorating watch is
the result of a collaboration

with the innovative automotive 
craftsman and carbon specialists
ARES DESIGN. Their iconic LAND
ROVER DEFENDER serves as 
an inspiration for a limited edition 
of 777 pieces. 

4 and 5 indicates seconds, with an open balance
wheel adjacent at the 7 o’clock point. A carbon
animation ring with electric blue insert 
surrounds the dial which has a base of 
horizontally striped gun metal contrasted with 
a SEVENFRIDAY logo picked out in nickel. 

The watch looks smart and trendy with the 

blue silicone strap with black stitching. With 
an integrated NFC chip, it allows for many
smart possibilities. 

Dressed in the trendiest blue this charming
lightweight watch integrates bold aesthetics &
multiple functions with its ingrained NFC 
chip. The SEVENFRIDAY S3/O2 Carbon 
Edition is a true wrist engine!
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e look forward to many new things at the upcoming 
Baselworld fair. After a spate of changes, there has been a

sense of stability and direction. Michel Loris-Melikoff, the new 
director of Baselworld, supported by the Swiss Exhibitors’ Committee,
was determined to give the show a complete makeover in 2019, a 
challenge that has been successfully met and will already be visible at 
the next edition. In addition to the synchronisation of exhibition 
dates between the world’s two largest watch fairs, which will come 
into operation in 2020 (SIHH from April 26th to 29th and Baselworld
from April 30th to May 5th), other changes are on the agenda for 
the 2019 edition. 

Baselworld is also geared to be more of an experience platform this 
year. On a practical level, the show is rearranging the exhibition areas, 
resulting in a more compact event that will take place mainly in Halls
1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 3, as well as a new press centre strategically located in 
the heart of the main hall, directly linked to the "Central Plaza" with 
its many restaurants. Not to mention the new "Best of Les Ateliers" 
located in Hall 1.0 (south); "The Loop" in Hall 1.1 with restaurants 
and lounge bar; and "The Show Plaza" in Hall 1.2, with runway shows
worthy of New York salons. A range of new options with a wide choice 

of friendly places to work, chat, eat, drink or simply have a good time
will be available. 

For 2019, a new partnership is being established with hotels in Basel 
and the surrounding area, with the aim of ensuring that hotel room 
rates are respected during the exhibition in an entirely transparent 
manner. Michel Loris-Melikoff states that three-quarters of hotels 
in Basel and the surrounding region have signed an agreement on 
compliance with maximum rates. They thus become official partners 
of the event and ensure that there will be no longer any minimum length
of stay and no price increase compared with 2018. 

The press is also at the heart of the changes undertaken by Baselworld’s
management, which will provide numerous high-quality new 
workspaces for media representatives, including a completely resized
press centre in the middle of Hall 1.0. Not to be outdone, the Swiss 
Exhibitors’ Committee will provide regular newsletters before the 
show presenting the latest news from Swiss brands. 

Baselworld 2019 will undoubtedly prove to be a not-to-be-missed event.

Baselworld 2019
Reinvention for the future 



T

MusinGs On THE CHanGinG MarKETs anD MODErn CusTOMEr…

Our lives are being retransformed. Things were so different even ten years ago! For HYT, we see that our proposition of
sculpturing is an acceleration. We propose technologies and a meaning. This new enlightened period we live in, it fits very
well with HYT. Young people live in an environment where transformation is always happening.  i see that in people who
already have access to watches, there is a big difference in the word “to have” and “to be”. When you discover a story and
experience in an object, then you have a story to tell. it is then not just about the name. Then, it is about the story. it 
is important for the brand to have consistency and content. The customer has to live the experience. This is a small pop-
ulation that thinks like this, but it is growing. 

THE spaCE FOr inDEpEnDEnTs…

i feel it is important for independent brands to have clarification and communication to the customers to reinforce trust.
The sustainability and long-term vision of an independent brand is very important. Our strategy is to build the brand as
a whole and not rely on one person. This long-term vision is an important part of our strategy. 

VisiOn FOr HYT…

Two years ago, we focused on redefining our strategic objective. as we have a completely new technology that does not 

HYT
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In conversation with Grégory Dourde

he horological industry is filled with
many creative brands who push the

boundaries of innovation time and again, year
after year. But, sometimes a brand comes in and
changes the very conception of time. HYT is
clearly one such brand. HYT Watches CEO
Grégory Dourde chats with Karishma Karer
about one of the world’s most innovative and 
pioneering watch brands. Excerpts…



otherwise exist, the key for us is education of the team, partners and 
customer. right selection of partners is thus important. One has to 
invest time, and look at the core development of the brand with the 
objective of creating this education. it requires intense and continues
work. We have invested efforts to select and reselect our partners.  

HYT in inDia….

We are in the process of signing up with retailers in india. 

innOVaTiOn anD CrEaTiViTY….

We are creating new complications. if you look at the evolution of our
watches, you will see we wanted to develop a watch that shows the  
liquid as the star. We wanted to make the design sleek and minimalistic.
You will have the vision of the liquid floating in the watch. HYT watches
are three dimensional. They propose a journey. You can’t do justice 
to them with a picture! The watches have something interesting to 
tell. You have incredible views of the mechanisms from the different 
angles. You will see this in the H20. all these are limited editions. For 
the mechanical movements we collaborate with partners. 

When you become a watchmaker there is a book that 
registers all complications that have been invented. We invited
them to have a look at our factory, and they said, you will be
in the new book. This is what we have achieved….something
truly innovative and new. We have an eco-system that 
facilitates this creativity. Why did people invent the minute
repeater? They took the problem of not being able to see 
time in the dark and solved it by telling time with sound. 
We never create a technology without proposing a meaning
for it. Thus, we propose a new way to tell the time. We felt 
that having two hands to read the time was abstract. The 
way we proposed to tell the time is different. This is the 
“Time is fluid” philosophy. 

TiME is FluiD….

The philosophy of HYT is a new way to tell the time. We 
summarize it in the sense “Time is Fluid”. We are also doing
a road show exhibition on this theme. it will also be coming to
india. Our watches are a tribute to the philosophy of the
brand. 

siHH 2019…

at the siHH 2019, we will unveil watches that represent this theme of “Time is Fluid”. One is in Gold and one in silver.
There are other releases as well. The watches you will see now will work around the liquids and the new way to tell the
time. 

THE HYT sKull…

This takes the philosophy further. There is no hand on it, just the liquid. The skull is a representation that reminds you
that you have to enjoy the now- Memento mori. it is a symbol of energy and positivity. it is a symbol of time that passes.
sometimes to enjoy the now, you have to forget about the time. That is why we chose to remove the hands in the new
version. The blue liquid flows inside the watch and indicates the hours. The blue colour of the skull is the blue colour of
the liquid. The liquid finishes the design of the skull. Time is drawing the symbol of itself! it is a very philosophical watch.
The design is very contemporary and it also promotes the HYT philosophy that is at the crossroads of art and science.  

Indeed, HYT is all set to write its pages in the history of time! 
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Casio India and Honda Racing 

The relationship between cars and watches is legendary. The 
craft of watchmaking shares many parallels with motorsport. 

Are not both fields mechanical and machine driven in nature? 
Moreover, both make use of extraordinary and innovative technology,
such as their high degree of precision, the use of gears and cams. 
Not surprisingly, people who love cars, love watches and vice versa. 
Innovation, revolutionary spirit, reinventing boundaries and the 
quest for the highest possible perfection…these are all part of 
performance engineering in watchmaking and making cars. 

Closer home, there is a robust partnership that everyone is talking 
about- the one between Casio India and Honda Racing. The resultant
timepiece, the new EQS-800HR is a solar-powered watch with the 
dial made from carbon fibre, a material indispensable in motorsports.
Both Casio and Honda are companies that have state of the art 
technology for their respective products. The watch is an apt way to 
depict this technological finesse.   

Time and Speed

Impressive motorsport references find their way into the watch. 
One can spot design codes that gel with the image of Honda - red 
and white image colours of Honda Racing, highlighted by a white 
leather band with red lining; Honda Racing logo on dial, strap 
keeper and back plate. Indeed, the red and white has been seen 
on Honda cars since years! 

The premium watch comes in special packaging, that is, a special 
presentation box that includes a card commemorating the 50th 
anniversary of the 1968 Honda F1 RA301 race car.

This is a great addition not only to the watch collection but also the
memorabilia for both Casio and Honda fans! 
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ldest Swiss watch brand 
Favre-Leuba appointed Vijesh Rajan as 
Business Head & Spokesperson for the brand.

This follows the successful tenure of  Thomas Morf, the CEO and spokesperson of the brand 
under who’s leadership, the brand was relaunched with a modern dynamic outlook yet retaining its 
rich legacy. 

Mr. Rajan has previously been a part of the parent company of Favre-Leuba and has successfully worked
for Titan, in the watch industry for close to two decades. Having worked in several leadership positions he
has handled multiple facets of the watch industry across all key global markets. 

Speaking on his new role, Vijesh Rajan said: “I’m extremely excited to join the Favre-Leuba team in 
Switzerland. Favre-Leuba has been working in the last few years to build a solid pipeline of path-breaking
products and a strong brand proposition. Over the next few years, I look forward to take the brand to 
the right markets in the most effective and efficient manner. I resonate with the brand’s aesthetic of 
Conquering Frontiers and hope to do complete justice to its vision.”

He brings with him a rich experience across sales, distribution, retail, product development, consumer 
research, marketing, business development, channel & partner management, operations, strategic 
planning, P&L responsibility, leading diverse teams across multiple International markets, capability &
competency development and more.

O
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New Appointments...

FAVRE-LEUBA 



e think of Frederique Constant when we think of 
classic designs. Frederique Constant Classics Index 

collection has since long been the epitome of elegance. With new 
models added, the brand ups its offerings for discerning watch lovers.
With the 40 mm polished stainless steel or rose gold-plated discreet 
case, its exquisite but stylish dial featuring Guilloché decoration and 
applied Roman numeral indexes, these watches are sure to be 
appealing. 

The Classics Index Automatic is fitted with FC-303 automatic 
movement and a 38-hour power reserve. The Navy blue or light grey 
dial is embellished with Guilloché decoration featuring hours, 
minutes, seconds and a date opening at 3 o’clock. The watch is offered 
in polished stainless steel, 40 mm size either with a croco calf leather
bracelet or with a polished stainless-steel bracelet for the Navy-blue
stainless-steel model. 

W

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
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Classics Index Automatic and Heart Beat watches 

The Classics Index Automatic Heart Beat holds the FC-310 Heart Beat
automatic movement. This timepiece showcases an elaborately 
decorated silver-colored dial, with its classic sunray Guilloche style and
accentuated with traditional Roman numerals indexes. The emblematic
aperture at 12 o’clock, signature of the Heart Beat timepieces reveals the
escapement in continuous motion whereas the see-through back-case
exposes the finely decorated movement. 

These extraordinary timepieces combine all the components of a 
high-end luxury timepiece while remaining extremely affordable for
those who wish to enter the exclusive world of watches.
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A force to reckon with…

hen one thinks of watch fairs, two names that come to mind are the
SIHH and Baselworld. From 2020, the Salon International de la

Haute Horlogerie in Geneva (SIHH) and Baselworld in Basel, the two major
events in the watch industry, will synchronise their calendars. In 2020, the 
SIHH will be held from 26 to 29 April in Geneva, followed immediately by 
Baselworld from 30 April to 5 May in Basel. The calendars have been 
synchronised until 2024. 

For visitors attending both events, and in particular those from other continents, these agreed dates will make their 
trips to Switzerland far easier. This important and essential breakthrough for the Swiss watchmaking industry is also 
welcomed by major players in the sector. 

Created in 1991, the Salon International de la Haute Horlogerie (SIHH) focuses on Haute Horlogerie, and now 
welcomes 35 exhibiting Maisons, 17 of which are part of the “Carré des Horlogers”.  For over 100 years, Baselworld 
has been The World Watch and Jewellery Show. Amongst its exhibitors are Rolex, Patek Philippe, LVMH and Chopard,
alongside exhibitors who are world leaders in the domains of jewellery and precious stones, in addition to those of 
technical industries. 

Fabienne Lupo, President and Managing Director of the Fondation de la Haute Horlogerie, which organises SIHH,
stated: “Our two events have always been different, yet complementary. Resynching with Baselworld will further 
confirm Switzerland as the foremost destination for watchmaking in the world. This is something we welcome 

wholeheartedly, as it is in the interests of all.” 

“Baselworld and the SIHH are working for the industry and its clients. We have
sought dialogue with the SIHH and together have found a solution, which 
benefits visitors, the media, and the entire watchmaking industry enormously”,
declared Michel Loris-Melikoff, Managing Director of Baselworld. “This 
partnership between the two most prominent exhibitions in the industry 
represents a major breakthrough for the future.” 



e have now come to associate Prospex with sporty and stylish…..a combination that works very well today. 
Prospex watches have been the go-to watches for sports lovers and adventure seekers. And yes, it does not matter

if they are in the air, land or water…their functionality remains supreme. 

This new series, the Street Series is based on a classic watch by Seiko - one of Seiko’s innovative professional diver’s watches, 
the world’s first diver’s watch with a titanium case. This is now executed in very modern style. Aluminum has been used 
for the case as well….and the case has been fashioned with a 3D look, quite architectural in a sense! The reinforced case is 
lightweight and yet robust. It also uses reinforced silicon bands that can withstand harsh operating environments. A leather 
pattern process is applied to the high-strength silicone accordion strap. The camo-pattern dial is also quite attractive! These are
vibrant pieces with beautiful colours- blue, grey and navy taking over! 

We love the elegant and sporty look of this watch. As the name suggests, it is the perfect piece to wear anywhere - whether on
an adventure or not! 

W
Prospex Street Series 
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The G-SHOCK G-SQUAD Dagger watch is
very striking because of the sporty look, great

functionality and an amazing colour! With
bluetooth communication capabilities, it

makes sporting activities even more fun with
access to numerous functions supporting

workouts. The daily health and fitness support
functions also include a 3-axis accelerometer

that keeps track of your step count as well as a
handy countdown-timer.  The watch is a 

perfect choice for sports-centric activities! 

G-SHOCK  
G-SQUAD DAGGER SERIES

The analog watch that links with smartphones
now includes the world’s smallest and thinnest
light-powered ladies’ watches. We particularly
like this piece, featuring a modern design with
a slightly retro feel. This gives it a timeless
look. The user interface features a white 
background for better readability and a power
reserve indicator. The connection indicator
shows the state of the connection with the
wearer’s smartphone. Functions include 
notifications of incoming calls, emails, and
SMS messages via sound and hand movement,
Link loss alert, Smartphone search, Alarm and
Date and time synchronization. The watch 
features CITIZEN’s new W410 movement. 

CITIZEN 
ECO-DRIVE BLUETOOTH
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Titan Nebula celebrates Indian grandeur. 
Beautifully crafted in gold, a Nebula watch is 

a jewel that tells the time. The Calligraphy 
collection brings to the forefront our rich 

heritage. This watch has been crafted in 18K
gold. The shimmering dial depicts numerals 

in calligraphic splendor. The bracelet assumes
the tone of an intricately designed hand 

jewel. This is an heirloom, as much as it is 
a jewel and a watch! 

TITAN  
NEBULA

If it’s pretty and pink…you can’t but love it!
This one has pink mother-of-pearl and pink
opal and is also enhanced with diamonds. The
look is asymmetrical and this makes it very
playful as well. This watch has been designed
in collaboration with Delfina Delettrez Fendi.
The arches allow the light to pass through, and
along with the iridescent mother-of-pearl and
pink opal the watch mesmerizes with its 
refined aesthetics. The timepiece is set on a
pink genuine alligator strap. As a whole, it 
alludes to FENDI’s highest craftsmanship and
savoir-faire.

FENDI  
POLICROMIA PINK OPAL
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If you want a watch that is elegant for formal 
occasions as well as sporty for the outdoors, 

this is the one you should look at. The executive
sports series brings more to Astron than a 

dynamic new look. This GPS Solar watch is for
active people who would like durability and 

precision with a dash of style. It connects 
automatically to the GPS network and, at 

the touch of a button, adjusts to the local time
anywhere on earth with a precision of

1/100,000th second, using just the power of
light. The executive sports series features 

the 8X53 caliber which also offers a dual time
sub-dial with an AM/PM indicator. The super

hard, scratch-resistant coating makes it a 
hardy watch! 

SEIKO  
ASTRON GPS SOLAR 

The Italian luxury watch brand Meccaniche
Veneziane has launched its first automatic
Swiss Made GMT watch, a product which
combines Nereide’s characteristic design,
marked by refined and vigorous features. With
a new complication standing for technical 
innovation, the GMT function will be highly
useful for globetrotters. The interesting colour
contrast on the bezel accentuates the design. 

MECCANICHE
VENEZIANE  
NEREIDE GMT DIVE’ WATCH
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SIHH - the watch haven

ome January and the watch world flocks to Geneva for the SIHH fair. For those

who love fine watchmaking, nothing quite compares to experiencing the world

of the Haute Horlogerie by viewing the newest timepieces from the exhibiting

Maisons (currently numbering 35 brands). A mix of old established houses 

belonging to big conglomerates as well as Independent watchmakers who 

have their own unique style, the fair is a microcosm of fine watchmaking. The

twenty-ninth edition of the SIHH promises to be what it has always been - a 

gathering of the most prestigious names in Haute Horlogerie. Within the halls 

of the fair, right in the city that is the cradle of watchmaking, the trends that will

shape haute horlogerie are slowly revealed. 

It is interesting to observe the dynamism of the industry at the SIHH fair. What are

the new materials that watchmakers will use? What complications will be 

revealed? What are the design trends that the creations will capture? How 

will watchmakers redefine timelessness? How will they push boundaries of 

watchmaking further? All this will be revealed between 14th to 17th January 

at the SIHH fair…

C

The watchmaking year begins…
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PLATINUM SKELETON DUAL TIME ZONE WATCH

What will immediately attract you about the watch is the 
very distinctive tonneau shape. But if the aesthetics of 
the shape impress you, so will the technical mastery of the
brand, evident in the fact that the dual time zone works on
one single movement, the 9919 MC calibre. The two time
zones on the skeleton dial create a truly impressive visual 
display as well. The use of platinum gives the watch a 
slightly contemporary twist. The elegance of the blue strap
adds the perfect finishing touch. The watch is available in 
a limited numbered edition of 100 pieces. 

PIONEER TOURBILLON

This is a flying tourbillon equipped with a double hairspring,
designed for everyday wear, offering a 3-day power reserve,
in a steel case water-resistant to 120 metres. While the bold
modern look is enticing in itself (thanks to the sublime finishes
and the midnight-blue fume dial), what is really striking 
about the watch is the fact that it elevates the tourbillon to a
mechanism that is practical for the new era. The ingenuity of
the HMC 804 calibre reflects the technical prowess of the
brand. The result? A tourbillon better adapted to the needs of
early 21st century users!

H. MOSER & CIE

CARTIER
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H2O 

Well, with HYT what we definitely know is that time is fluid!
The brand has carved a unique niche in the time-telling
world. It uses fluids to tell the time. Ever since its inception, 
the brand has had a pulse on this aspect of time telling. 
Time flows, and so does HYT’s exceptional creativity! At 
first look, the 3D element of the entire construction is 
quite appealing. The making of the watch has called for 
great technical sophistication. This includes a patented 
micro-fluidic module as well as a specially developed 
APRP mechanical movement. There is a diamond guilloche
decoration on the minute and seconds discs. The new 
timepiece has the words “Time is Fluid” on the flange, 
reminding the wearer of its linguistic connotations! The 
execution of the dial will make you feel as if you are staring
into a transparent dome of time, where time flow is expressed
in angles. The watch is available in two limited editions - one
in 18 carats gold and the other in stainless steel. A modern,
mindful and meaningful way to interact with time! 

HYT

MASTER ULTRA-THIN MOON ENAMEL

We know that a pure and refined watchmaking style is 
definitely a given with Jaeger-LeCoultre, but still, its creations
never cease to amaze. This edition mesmerizes with the 
hand-guilloché blue enamel dial, new hour-markers, a new
polished moon, and a new engraved counter. The deep 
captivating blue brings to light the geometric motifs and 
the relief effect characteristic of guillochage. This enamelling
technique recalls an age-old art and requires immense 
precision and dedication. A lot of attention has been given 
to perfect the moon-phase as well. When the moon is full, 
it’s perfectly round and polished white disk comes to rest 
on an exquisite stellar background. 

What the true finesse comes out in is the extremely thin 
case in white gold (10.04 mm) that conceals its engine, the
Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 925, an automatic mechanical
movement with a 70-hour power reserve. This watch is issued
in a limited series of 100 pieces A captivating watch that 
transcends the notions of beauty and technical skill, setting
new standards! A romantic piece that brings a bit of 
heavenly beauty on the wrist! 

JAEGER-LECOULTRE
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EXCALIBUR HURACÀN PERFORMANTE

There is a strong bond between the worlds of cars and
watches. Think of this-cutting-edge performance, ferocious
ground-breaking technology and super-sleek aesthetics….are
they not shared values in both these worlds? We love the fact
that the Excalibur Huracàn Performante just strengthens 
this belief. The watch is brimming with racing design codes
thanks to the collaboration with Lamborghini. 

The USP of this piece?  Well, there are many. The brand-new
‘engine’- the RD630 movement with its 12° inclined balance
wheel representing the calibre signature associated with 
Lamborghini for instance. Then, the watch takes strong 
visual cues from the shapes on which the supercar is
based….the hexagon shape for instance that makes an 
appearance throughout. There is a new crown inspired by
racing nuts on supercar wheels, a twin-barrel ‘energy tank’
and a multi-material ‘spoiler’, used for the decorative 
openworked bridges. Further, the watch also sports the very
distinctive “Technical Titan Grey” livery along with the 
signature bright yellow accents. The lining of the genuine 
Alcantara strap of the Excalibur Huracán Performante watch
also has a rubber inlay featuring the Pirelli P Zero Trofeo R
tyre pattern design. A spectacular engine in a mechanical
wrist marvel! Raging mechanics on full display! 

ROGER DUBUIS

PANERAI SUBMERSIBLE CHRONO – GUILLAUME NÉRY

EDITION

This professional diver’s watch is an ode to a world 
champion - Guillaume Néry, who was twice a world 
champion. He broke four constant weight free-diving world
records. In his honour, the watch combines technical 
performance and a remarkably powerful, sporty appearance.
It has all the elements that make for a stellar diver’s piece - it
is water-resistant to a depth of about 300 metres, is fitted 
with a unidirectional rotating bezel which accurately displays
the duration of the dive and has a clearly legible dial under
all lighting conditions and in complete darkness (thanks to
the luminous white markers, which stand out strongly against
the shark grey, textured background). The titanium case 
integrates perfectly with the blue of the ceramic disc applied
to the bezel, the blue hands and the blue rubber strap. The
watch is also a precision chronograph, with fly-back function
and the device for zeroing the seconds hand to enable 
perfect synchronisation with a reference signal. The Panerai
Submersible Chrono – Guillaume Néry edition is fitted with a
P.9100 automatic calibre with a power reserve of three days. 

Engraved on the screw back are the champion’s signature
and the depths of his final awe-inspiring record: 126 metres,
achieved with a single breath. Here is a watch that is light
and good-looking…a timeless classic! A perfect companion
for underwater adventures! 

OFFICINE PANERAI 
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JAEGER-LECOULTRE 

he sport of polo and legendary Swiss
watchmaker Jaeger-LeCoultre have an

inextricable link. The manufacture was official
timekeeper at the recently held British Polo
Day event held in Jodhpur, India. British Polo
Day celebrates the heritage and history of
polo on a global platform that includes top
companies, prominent guests,  including key
figures in government, the aristocracy, 
diplomats, military, art and popular culture,
fashion as well as the Kuwaiti influencer 
Noha Nabil “Nohastyleicon”.

The event was hosted by His Highness The Maharaja Gaj Singh II of
Marwar-Jodhpur. With this event, British Polo Day celebrated its 71st
global event in India.

Celebrating the British Polo Day in Jodhpur

T
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On the eight year in the Blue City, guests were treated to the colours
and vibrancy of Rajasthan, staying at the Umaid Bhawan Palace, 
which was voted number one hotel in India by Condé Nast in 2016. 
The first day of British Polo Day Jodhpur pitted the Jodhpur Polo 
Team against the Mundota Fort & Palace, Jaipur Team who battled 
it out for the Marwar Trophy. Over 100 top British and International
players have played at British Polo Day since its inception, and this year
was no different, with names such as former England Captain and Royal
Salute World Polo Ambassador Malcolm Borwick and His Highness
Maharaja Sawai Padmanabh Singh of Jaipur, known to his friends as
‘Pacho’, gracing the field.   

The first day on the field pitted the Royal Salute team against Mayo 
College, helmed by Pacho Jaipur. A close-run match that saw Royal
Salute scoring their fourth goal in the final seconds, but it wasn’t 
quite enough to pip Mayo College’s five goals, and Pacho and his team
lifted the Marwar Tropy, presented by Miles Wood, sales director 
at Chelsea Barracks. 

On the evening of the second day, guests followed a procession of 
fire breathers, Rajasthani trumpeters and traditional Marwari 
horses to the battlements of one of India’s largest forts, the majestic 
Mehrangahr Fort, for an event celebrating everything Indian. 
Peter Prentice, Royal Salute Global VIP Relationships Director & 

Chairman Keepers of The Quaich Society, led a traditional Royal 
Salute Quaich Experience to toast to His Highness and the Game 
of Kings. 

The following day saw the British Army VistaJet team square off 
against Jodhpur II for the Umaid Bhawan Palace Cup. After a slow 
start, the action came in the fourth chukka, and with a minute to go 
the British Army took the lead by half a goal. With eleven seconds 
on the clock a sixty-yard penalty was awarded to Jodhpur, which they
scored to settle the game by a half goal victory. Jodhpur I took on
Mundota for the Yuvraj Shivraj Singh of Jodhpur plate, and strong 
play by Jodhpur saw them 5-2 up at the half. Jaipur came in strong in 
the second half and the game ended in an honourable draw. The cup 
was awarded by Bruno Gregolin of VistaJet and His Highness the 
Maharajah of Jodhpur.  

The agile ‘Sahara”, ridden by His Highness Maharaja Sawai Padmanabh
Singh of Jaipur, was named Jaeger-LeCoultre’s ‘Best Playing Pony’ by
Nader Iskander Jaeger-LeCoultre Brand Director. Following the 
prize-giving ceremony, guests sat down for a gala dinner on the lawns 
of the Umaid Bawan Palace hosted by His Highness Gaj Singh II 
Maharajah of Marwar - Jodhpur. A grand total of £38,000 was raised 
for Head Injuries Through Sport, a charity close to the heart of 
British Polo Day. 
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Celebrating 150 years of heritage 

150 years of heritage is no mean feat! This is indeed a milestone to celebrate with aplomb. Swiss luxury watch manufacturer IWC Schaffhausen
celebrated its 150th anniversary at an intimate brunch held at The Oberoi and hosted by Mehdi Rajan, Brand Director for the Middle East,
India and Africa, and Sandeep Kapoor, Managing Director of Kapoor Watch Company. The rooftop terrace was filled with the sounds of the
live saxophone performance. 

IWC brand ambassador Sonam Kapoor and selected guests celebrated this momentous occasion and also received an exclusive viewing of 
the specially created “150 Years” Jubilee collection which comprises 29 limited-edition watches from the Portugieser, Portofino, Pilot’s Watch
and Da Vinci families, as well as the Tribute to Pallweber timepieces. 

Sonam Kapoor said: “As we near the end of a fantastic year for IWC, it is my pleasure to be part of the 150th-anniversary celebration in India.
As a brand, IWC is an amalgamation of heritage, culture and innovation, which is symbolic of the new India as well. With its game-changing
history and pioneering craftsmanship evident in the limited-edition timepieces created for the Jubilee collection, IWC is very close to my
heart. All the pieces are truly collector’s items with beauty, perfection, precision and great engineering. This is the definition of luxury for me.” 

IWC Schaffhausen 
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V{ÉÑtÜw
imekeepers - The Watch Boutique, hosted a celebration to commemorate the 25th An-

niversary of Chopard’s Happy Sport collection. This was the perfect occasion to showcase the
L’Heure Du Diamant watch line over high tea and cocktails at the Luna Nudo, St Regis, Mumbai.
The evening also witnessed the beauty of some of the exclusive pieces from L.U.C collection,
launched for the first time in India by Timekeepers. 

Diamonds of the highest quality showcased in the aptly named L’Heure du Diamant collection pay
vibrant tribute to the skills and talent of the jewellery artisans, exercising their craft within the 
Maison Chopard. Bollywood celebrities such as Saif Ali Khan, Jacqueline Fernandes, Gauri Khan,
Kangana Ranaut, Shilpa Shetty, Shweta Bachchan, Malaika Arora, Sophie Chaudhary and many
more were present for the cocktails to celebrate the launch of  L’Heure du Diamant collection.

Established in 1950, TimeKeepers is a generational and family-lead business. Speaking on the 
occasion Ali Kochra, CEO of Timekeepers said, “At Timekeepers we believe in offering the best 
of luxury watches to our audience. The collection is specifically curated keeping in mind the 
discerning taste and penchant for the unusual amongst our clientele in India. TimeKeepers are 
the ambassadors to Chopard’s L’Heure du Diamant collection in India, as it offers the beautiful
timepieces and jewellery from a brand that is known for its sophistication, understated elegance 
and superlative luxury”.

T
Celebrating Time
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he luxury sports watchmaker organized a Charity 
Football Match titled ‘Heroes For A Cause’ in

Mumbai, followed by a watch auction, an initiative to 
raise funds for SOS Children's Villages of India, a 
self-implementing child care NGO. India Brand 
Ambassador and International Cricket Icon Mahendra
Singh Dhoni graced the event. The brand had also recently
announced its collaboration with Indian cricket icon 
Mahendra Singh Dhoni as Brand Ambassador for India.
An ardent fan and connoisseur of the brand and one of 
the most respected sportsmen in the world, MS Dhoni
perfectly embodies the values of quality, authenticity and
passion of the Panerai legacy. 

The 7vs7 match was held at St. Stanislaus football grounds in Bandra, Mumbai. Over 20 participants
that comprised of two teams, that included Mahendra Singh Dhoni, sports influencers from the
country, semi-professional women footballer players and Panerai’s esteemed clients participated in
the event. The friendly football match was followed by an auction of the Luminor Submersible 1950
3 Days Automatic Acciaio - 42mm PAM00682, a timepiece worn by MS Dhoni during the match.
The proceedings raised from the auction of the Panerai timepiece was donated to the SOS 
Children’s Villages of India. The match witnessed an applauding audience that included children
from the NGO who were elated to meet with their cricketing hero. 

Mahendra Singh Dhoni said on the occasion, “This is indeed a very thoughtful initiative by Panerai
and it was my pleasure to have been a part of this beautiful sporting event. Childcare is an extremely
important aspect of a country’s development and I congratulate SOS Children’s Villages of India on
the great work that they have been doing to support the children. I look forward to more noble cause
driven partnerships with Panerai in the future.” The charity match was MS Dhoni’s first ever-official
engagement for Panerai to celebrate his association with the brand. 

The collaboration between Panerai and the sports icon is a testament of Panerai’s growing 
commitment towards the Indian market and re-enforcing familiarity among Indians of 
Panerai’s world.  

Officine Panerai

T

Heroes for a cause
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he XIXth Jodhpur Polo Season on the 25thNovember 2018 
was an event to behold! The Swiss watchmaker partnered with Jodhpur
Polo at the Maharaja Gajsingh Sports Foundation Polo Ground, under
the aegis of the Jodhpur Polo and Equestrian Institute. The final match
was conducted between Cavalry/Chandana team and Central Academy
and Cavalry/Chandana won the finals.

Women riders from all over the globe congregated for India’s only 
premier Women’s Polo Championship in the Jodhpur Polo Season. 
Ashley Parekh (India), Clara Cassino (Argentina), Raya Sidorenko
(Russia), Abigail Slater (UK), Lia Salvo (Argentina) and Sanya Suhag
(India) are the women riders taking the Season by storm, as Jodhpur
hosted the Country’s premier women’s championship matches.

This year, the Season played host to twenty-five teams from all over 
India and the world. The guest list was enviable - Ms. Heidi Bernsdorff,
President of the Indo German Marwari Horse Society is a regular 
spectator at almost every Season, the FIP Ambassador of Egypt, Royals
from UK, France and India- all vie for a ringside view of the high-octane
action! Manolo Ferdinand Llorente, Emilio Urrea Kirby, Dhruvpal 
Godara, Colonel Ravi Rathore, Simran Singh Shergill, George David
Evans were some of the stars of this glittering galaxy of stars. 

FREDERIQUE CONSTANT 

T

Bringing Polo to the forefront 

Manufacturer of leather straps

B. T. ENTERPRISES

EXPORT QUALITY

Interested clients please contact for stockist 
required citiwise. Contact for dealership

Prabhat Arora
93505 11158

Sudesh Lal Arora
93122 61698

A-90, IIIrd Floor, DDA Sheds, Okhla Phase-II, Delhi -110020

E : btenterprises100@gmail.com / bmenterprises200@gmail.com
W : www.btenterprises.co.in

Shyamal Arora
98990 17073
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he India Watch Club hosted an exclusive preview of the “Independents of Time” at Novele, the chic cocktail bar in New Delhi. After hosting
private previews in London, Monaco and Taipei, the Independents of Time, solely managed and owned by The India Watch Club announced 
its arrival in India. In sync with the global format, the India edition of the Independents Of Time is a private showcase dedicated to to some of the finest
watchmakers from Europe. Rahul Kapoor, Founder, India Watch Club and Mohit Jaen, Owner, Novele welcomed Delhi’s swish set that included high
profile industrialists, socialites, diplomats and designers who admired the spectacular time pieces on display.

Luxury watch enthusiasts interacted with various watch makers including the critically acclaimed French-Dutch watchmaker 
Ludovic Ballouard, Sweden’s  watch brand GOS, Cecil Purnell from Switzerland and  Laurent Ferrier. 

Indeed, this was an engaging platform for illustrious patrons of luxury goods and services, to discover similar passions. 

T
THE INDIA WATCH CLUB

A private preview



HAUTLENCE 

                      ne of the things that we have come to expect
                      from watches is that they always tell the time.
However, HAUTLENCE is a brand that has somehow
turned this ‘expectation’ around.  Watch lovers will recall
the Playground series that were mechanical marvels to 
be strapped onto the wrists, but they did not tell the 
time! Of course, one could play a wrist game and get lost 
in time. Is that not a completely new definition and 
interpretation of time? 

This is why we are excited about the new offering by the
Neuchâtel brand. This time round, it is a new caliber. With
the HL Newton model, HAUTLENCE plays another 
fascinating game with time. Well, this is a watch that 
indicates time only when required! The rest of the time, 
the wearer can simply forget about time! 

In short, this is a very creative reworking of the jumping
hour mechanism that introduces a new time display 
principle. Using a system based on gravitational force, the
HL Newton indicates the time only when required. 
The watch enters mechanical standby mode whenever 
the wearer does not want to look at the time. When the 
wrist is in a random position, the time is not visible and 
the minute track is out of phase with the minute hand's
travel. Sounds familiar? Well, this is HAUTLENCE's 
mechanical version of the sleep mode! 

Getting to the aesthetics of this piece is equally fascinating.
One can easily recognise the TV screen shape that has 
almost become like a trademark for HAUTLENCE! The
case, made from titanium, has been specially reworked 
in order to reinterpret the brand’s signature codes. The 
case is thus slightly enlarged. Moreover, it has wider 
opening on the dial to showcase the complication while 
preserving the harmonious proportions. The fluted crown
is made from titanium and bears the engraved 
HAUTLENCE logo. The opaline base dial is equipped 
with silvered inserts engraved with the brand's characteristic
honeycomb pattern, which adds a second layer to the 
dial. An alligator leather strap with full square scales in 
the same shade of blue as the mobile window adds the 
finishing touch. 

This new HAUTLENCE watch, issued in a limited edition
of 28 pieces, features a brand-new take on the jumping 
hour. This is exactly what we expect from the brand! A 
new take on time is always welcome! 

O

EDITOR’S PICK

HL NEWTON – playing with time!
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